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1. Introduction 
 

“Existence is the spacing that holds apart; the systematic is the conclusiveness that 
combines” (Kierkegaard 1992, 118). This statement by Søren Kierkegaard, under the pseudonym 
Johannes Climacus,i draws attention to the ever relevant problem of the status of the individual’s 
relation to society. The systematic represents social ideologies; the ‘conclusiveness that combines’ 
reflects the way ideologies seek to objectify individuals and subsume them into a singular systematic 
view of the world. There is a need for social ideologies to develop a sense of cohesion between 
individuals, but often these systems reduce the individual to a component of a collective and 
exchange individuality for collective designation. When taken to an extreme, these ideologies can 
come to oppress individuals by limiting the possibility of forging identities outside of its framework.   

Paul Ricœur’s analysis of ideology transcends the notion that ideology derives solely from an 
overarching social framework by examining the dialectic between ideology and individuals, and 
looking at the role of individuality in the creation new social possibilities. However, Ricœur’s 
approach is ambiguous when it comes to an individual’s motivations.  He argues that while 
individuals can reinterpret the past and discover new social formulations, their motivations may have 
an ideological origin. Thus, the problem facing Ricœur is how to conceptualize an ideology that is 
able to avoid reducing the role of individuals in the transition between ideologies by constraining 
motivations and make room for the possibility of genuinely new identities. In the Concluding 
Unscientific Postscript to Philosophical Fragments, Kierkegaard offers up a solution with his critique of 
objectivity. For Kierkegaard, becoming subjective provides each individual with the tools for 
reflecting on how ideologies deviate from being equitable. By creating space for reflection the 
potential for reimagining identity can arise, and subsequently, reimagining social structures and 
institutions that are equitable to a variety of identities can arise. In order to make clear how this is 
possible, an analysis of ideology, identity, and the subjective/objective problem is necessary. 

 
2. Ricœur and Ideology 

 
         Paul Ricœur’s approach to critiquing ideology begins with a survey of how ideology has been 
defined and critiqued by earlier social theorists. From Ricœur’s perspective, this older kind of 
ideology critique tends to see ideology as a  purely negative distortion of consciousness for the 
purposes of domination. In so doing, this method of critique oftens fails to recognize its own 
ideological foundation, making it an unreflective critique of cultural traditions from a different 
ideological perspective, and therefore not an effective critique of ideologies in generalii (Ricœur 1990, 
224). This reflects the hermeneutical turn in Ricœur’s thinking, where traditions play an important 
role in understanding. In contrast,  Ricœur thinks that ideologies are not limited to systems of 
domination, but are systems of social cohesion formed through ‘cultural imagination’. Cultural 
imagination is what allows for individuals to ‘see’ through the eyes of others and by this means 
sympathize and connect with other individuals (Ricœur 1991, 308-9). The collective cultural 
imagination draws on shared experiences, ideas, and knowledge in order to produce a sense of 
community (Ricœur 1991, 324). Ricœur believes this is what needs to be explored to discover the 
roots of ideology, and to do that he approaches it from a historiographical perspective. So, while he 
sees significant value in traditional critique, it appears to him that it only captures the surface 
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phenomena as there is something deeper that eludes the classic conception of ‘distortion of 
consciousness’ (Ricœur 1991, 309). For Ricœur, this conception analyzes only the immediate ‘what’ 
without giving a sufficiently sophisticated account that delves into the ‘why’ or the ‘how.’  It is this 
limitation that leads to a purely negative conception of ideology which Ricœur views as in need of 
significant reassessment. 
         Ideologies, in Ricœur’s account, are therefore not simply systems for control and 
exploitation of one group by another, but the system of shared cultural symbols and ideas. In this 
role, they provide legitimacy to certain actions that reflect the social values of the community 
(Ricœur 1991, 317). An essential part of this system is the development of standards that act to 
bridge a ‘credibility gap’ (Ricœur 1991, 315-6). Credibility gaps are produced when an authority 
makes a claim that requires additional justification in order to be accepted by members of the 
community. The goal is for the claim to be accepted without necessitating overt force by inserting a 
sense of commensurability between the authority and those who are accepting the claim. Traditions 
serve as a means of bridging this credibility gap. Through the use of cultural traditions an authority 
can maintain an amenable social hierarchy by providing examples or rules that support the status 
quo. They also create a bridge between the past and the present (Ricœur 1990, 221). The connection 
between the past and present allows for the status quo to be given stable footing that reflects the 
foundational cultural ideals and replicates them in the present; the present authority is appropriating 
the authority of the past as enforceable in the present. If all communities develop around traditions, 
whether they are more or less equitable, this makes Ricœur’s notion of ideologies somewhat benign 
systems of social cohesion. However, through the exploitation, manipulation, and objectification of 
the past those benign ideologies become systems of domination. 

When an institution governs the interpretation of the past there is the possibility of a certain 
amount of conditioning that makes ideologies either amenable to the members of that institution, or 
renders them unrecognizable by obscuring their historical sources. Tradition circumscribes this 
interpretation of history and restricts actions that can damage the ideological constraints those 
traditions are being used to support (Ricœur 1990, 223). As a result, we either become unable to act 
without being immediately recognized as deviating from the normative standards, or we fail to even 
recognize that there is an ideology underpinning those standards. Ricœur refers to exploitative 
ideologies that utilize oppressive norms to dominate individuals or social groups as pathological 
ideologies. Pathological ideologies are the most easily recognizable, and most often critiqued form of 
ideology. For Ricœur, these consist of two primary components: a singular interpretive scheme, and 
an ordering and organization of social institutions in such a way that the ideology (and social 
institutions) is able to conserve itself (Ricœur 1991, 318). The former allows for the latter to occur 
by insinuating the singular interpretive scheme into individuals who then follow that scheme 
dogmatically. By utilizing traditions these schemes are adopted by individuals, without reflection, 
and once adopted they direct and give a definite meaning to actions in a social context. 
         Ideologies attempt to use traditions to become fixed, but at their core they are not eternal, 
they are only momentary (though, momentary may mean centuries). Ideologies are constantly under 
threat of being undermined, so subtle alterations or revisions are employed to avoid revolutions 
which can result in the unconcealing and alteration of ideologies (Ricœur 1991, 318). But as one 
ideology falls, another takes its place. The critique of ideology always lays the foundation of new 
ideology. As will be seen in the latter part of this paper, Kierkegaard also recognized this aspect of 
critique in his works, noting that both positive and negative contributions to knowledge acquisition 
serve one purpose: to create foundations (Kierkegaard 1992, 26). By undermining the knowledge 
claims of one systematic edifice a different edifice is constructed serving the new system. Ideology 
functions in the same way, the new ideology is borne in critique and asserted with the displacement 
of the previous ideology. 
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3. Ricœur and Narrative 

 
         Ricœur’s initial foray into the topic of ideology gives an account of the social formation and 
implications of ideology, but what about the individual’s role, or the effects on the individual 
produced by ideological systems? To answer this an account of Ricœur’s narrative identity is 
required, as it will set the stage for his later appraisal of ideology. This conception of identity is 
structured in a way reminiscent of narratives, with our identity manifesting from the way we reflect 
on our memories and plot them along the same lines as stories (Ricœur 1991, 77). Just as we can 
learn about characters in a story by following their actions and providing meaning to those actions 
according to our interpretive schemes, we do the same to ourselves, and from this develop our 
identity. Rather than our actions being part of a pre-ordained scheme, as we would see in the 
plotting of characters in a novel,iii we direct our own projects and as we carry them out we in turn 
determine ourselves and our identities, and by reflecting on our memories we formulate them into 
stories. Narrative identity is predicated on the idea that each individual has their own historical 
narrative which is continuously under revision until it reaches a final end—death.iv The dialectical 
nature of action and interpretation means that narratives are positioned between external-objective 
time and inner-subjective time (Ricœur 1990, 22). Through narratives we can understand our actions 
in physical, linear, time without the constraints of that linearity, thus affording us the opportunity to 
reflect on and give meaning to those actions. Our understanding of time is fundamental to our 
understanding of both ourselves and society, as each has an historical aspect that needs to be 
analyzed and interpreted.v By understanding the historical developments that have led to our present 
conditions, we gain an understanding of our society, and in turn, open ourselves for a deeper 
reflection on our identity. We gain a deeper appreciation of ourselves through the deeper 
understanding of our traditions. 
        Our memories are fallible and built through a combination of history and fiction. The fictional 
element is developed through self-reflection and reconciles our character with our historical actions 
(Ricœur 1991, 73). Actions correspond to the sensory elements of our lives, while self-reflection 
provides insight into the intentions behind our actions. Essentially we have a ‘what’ of our bodies, 
which Ricœur calls the ‘idem’ identity, that narratives help to bind with the ‘who’ of our 
consciousness, our ‘ipse’ identity (Ricœur 1991, 75). The ‘idem’ is the aspect of us which is accessible 
to others and therefore plays the primary role in how we are affected by ideologies. It exists in linear 
time and is our numerical existence in the world; we are a single body. This is contrasted with the 
‘ipse,’ our subjective psychological self which exists in an atemporal sense, it is not governed by 
linear time, but is free to project into the future, or reflect on the past; it is from our subjective self 
that we develop our narratives and interpret our actions.vi Our objective and subjective lives are 
interwoven on an individual level by utilizing narrative schemes which are adopted from the 
communities we participate in (Ricœur 1990, 246). Our narratives connect us to our communities, 
while also allowing us to remain distinct through our personal reflection; by choosing and justifying 
our actions in personal ways we distinguish ourselves from other community members. 
         Narrative identity is strongly tied to history and to traditions. We gain interpretive schemes 
from communities we engage with and apply them to history and customs; the result is a narrativevii 
which is constructed by each individual, but acknowledges and aligns with broader community 
narratives by utilizing common languages, plots, etc. (Ricœur 1990, 220). Therefore, the cultural 
mediation of interpretation maintains a consistent tinge of ideology in the narratives of each 
individual in society.  This, however, does not also mean that individuals become incapable of 
critically evaluating their societies though, as the multitude of communities that we inhabit allow us 
to comparatively evaluate other narratives (Ricœur 1990, 259). Thus, our personal narratives are built 
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out of, but remain distinct from, our communities. Communities form around historical narratives, 
and ideologies serve to connect the community to a narrative and maintain that community through 
the concretization of that founding narrative (Ricœur 1990, 248). The narratives we read influence 
the way we see our own lives; the more fictional narratives we have come into contact with, the 
more sophisticated our personal narratives will be. Furthermore, narratives are not solely personal, 
while we develop them on a personal level, we create them along lines that allow us to be recognized 
(Venema 2000, 238). We construct our identities along socially supported outlines in order to be 
recognized and accepted by society. We do not necessarily just accept socially mandated narratives, 
though, we reinterpret them and make them unique according to our own needs. But, if individuals 
have the ability to reinterpret community narratives to make them personal, how do pathologically 
ideological perspectives enter into our narratives without first being recognized and resisted? 
         Ideology underlies historical movements, and the nature of history as shared opens it to 
being appropriated for oppressive ends. Just as individual actions have a motive, so too do larger 
movements and it is within this framework that ideologies come into focus. As previously noted, 
history and tradition are fundamental to providing communities with the building blocks of an 
individual’s ability to form their own identity, not only furnishing us with ready-made social 
interpretations, but also with the narrative schemes which we plot our lives along (Venema 2000, 
239). Historiography, in Ricœur’s account, is the foundation for ideological systems. As stated 
previously, ideologies seek to maintain the status quo, to do this history is made objective, it 
becomes codified and the interpretive scheme is universalized (Ricœur 1990, 118). The solidification 
of the interpretive schemes always supports a particular history, and social and political systems are 
derived from that history. So, history becomes presented from an ‘objective perspective,’ it utilizes 
descriptive accounts that resist individual interpretations and probing. For Kierkegaard this form of 
history suppresses the individual’s interaction with history and makes historical events and people, 
both historical and living, into objects of the past (Kierkegaard 1992, 23). This can be seen in the 
development of narratives surrounding the founding figures of the community, state, nation, and 
world order, and focuses on evidence that supports the historical order which upholds the traditions 
of those founders, encasing the present and future within the limits of the past. 
         Focusing on the history of ‘great men’ is suspect, it not only restructures historical 
individuals’ identities into politically expedient narratives, it also solidifies that identity which 
provides grounds for externally-determining the identity of present individuals, and thus obscures 
the possibility of self-determination. Not only does it reduce entire ages to a few individuals, leaving 
out the larger groups that helped to achieve change, but it attributes to that individual properties that 
are not necessarily accurate. Thus the individual is reduced to an object of history (Ricœur 1990, 
187). Contrary to recognition of the figure as a private individual (they may have been a victim, or 
perhaps victor, of circumstance) they become public and have their intentions bestowed upon them 
as an example to others. Historical individuals are abstracted from their historical identity and 
fictionalized to suit the ideology, and by becoming fictionalized in this way they become tools to 
achieve ideological aims, with their actions and motivations being presented as directed towards 
ends that reflect ideological norms (Ricœur 1990, 185). Their own actions and intentions are 
exchanged for ideologically beneficial ones, disconnecting what happened and the representation of 
what happened. The objectification and fictionalization of these individuals supports the 
objectification of others. This comes into focus in relation to the preeminent status granted to 
ancestors, who, by virtue of their age, become monolithic symbols of history, lending their 
credibility to social and political systems—their status as “wholly Other than mortals” elevates them 
in the cultural imagination and makes them, essentially, legendary and unquestionable (Ricœur 1990, 
115). The question then becomes: if it was good enough for our ancestors, why should we change it? 
Rather than interpreting and appropriating their movements in the present and imbuing them with 
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our own meaning, we become content that the movement is over and pay our respects by 
maintaining the system they created. 
         The concretization of individuals is found in the way we represent history, whether it is 
written or monumental. These representations are used as a means of solidifying history. There is a 
development of unquestionable sources of historical knowledge which take the place of the 
historical events and individuals, leaving nothing for individuals to interpret (Ricœur 1990, 142). 
This has the effect of making history dominate the present; history weighs down on us both 
figuratively, due to ideological oppression, and literally, due to the physical weight of monuments 
and documents. These ‘objective’ sources, objective because they have a sensory accessibility, 
eliminate questions and provide a dogmatic explanation that is to be accepted and adopted. Barriers 
to reinterpretation are introduced through the expansion of the supremacy of ‘facts’ over meaning. 
Studying details through an ‘objective’ lens will always be conservative as it is disinterested, and the 
‘facts’ produced are left unquestioned; the lack of personal investment allows for an increased 
resignation that what is cannot be changed (Kierkegaard 1992, 22). Emancipatory projects require 
individuals to have a stake in reinterpretation, and the ideological ‘objective’ approach eliminates 
personal importance. This is achieved through intentional obfuscation which discourages 
participation in interpreting history, and understanding becomes so elusive that it cannot be 
meaningfully internalized (Ricœur 1990, 169). 
         The objectivist trend in history recognized by Ricœur is not the only way that history can be 
understood. This much should be obvious. The above sections have emphasized the static nature of 
historiography—it is resistant to change and dominates individuals—but this is only one side of 
ideology, there is also an aspect which supports social change: utopian ideologies. What needs to be 
rediscovered in reflection on traditions is that by problematizing historical accounts, or methods of 
presenting history, we can unconceal novel ways of forming social institutions and reimagining 
identity (Ricœur 1990, 119). Ideological shifts and utopian projects derive from a re-visioning of 
history—the discovery of alternative histories. These are important to fighting ideologies, which 
attempt to reduce the plurality of narratives essential to overthrowing ideology into a single historical 
interpretation, active on both community and individual levels (Venema 2000, 224). It is not all 
doom and gloom though. There is always the potential in the reviewing of history to discover a 
personal relationship to events, or movements, that need to be replicated or maintained within 
collective cultural memory (Ricœur 1990, 183). It is this personal connection and investment in 
reinterpreting history that allows for community narratives antagonistic to the dominant social and 
political system to develop. But objective history has a strong gravity which needs to be overcome in 
order for social projects to be oriented towards the future instead of the past. 
         To secure social reformation in the grasp of individuals, the objectification of the past and 
the present, and through that the objectification of individuals, needs to be resisted. Ricœur suggests 
that there is the possibility for subjective historical approaches which would allow for individuals to 
attach their own meaning and importance to historical movements (Ricœur 1990, 186). This relates 
to the creation of individual identities, and while the revision of history by individuals is 
transformative, this does not always translate into the development of personal interest in 
transforming society.viii The understanding of individual motivations is left ambiguous by Ricœur 
who focuses more on the dialectic between individual and society, with his closest treatment being 
the recognition of the temptation to look outward for meaning, rather than inward; this is copacetic 
with Kierkegaard, who recognizes the overwhelming temptation to adopt the ideas of a previous 
generation (Kierkegaard 1992, 42). In this case it would be appropriating the previous generation’s 
narrative as one’s own, without reflecting on the motivations behind that narrative’s development. 
This is an injustice to the previous generation; we merely inhabit their narrative, rather than revising 
it according to contemporary needs. Following this easier route of just accepting the past means 
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existing individuals are denied a full comprehension of the system and become bound to the past. 
This desire to avoid reflection is indicative of a larger problem Kierkegaard recognized: the problem 
of the individual becoming objective and allowing externally validated historical ‘facts’ to override 
personal reflection and the attachment of personal meaning. To illuminate the need for a more 
subjectivist approach that would allow for the discovery of personal meaning in social movements 
we must shift our attention to Kierkegaard.  
 

4. Kierkegaard and the Subjective Possibility 
 
         Søren Kierkegaard elucidates his approach to existence in the Unscientific Postscript to 
Philosophical Fragments. Without directly addressing ideology and narrative identity, it provides an 
answer to a problem we saw previously in Ricœur’s work, namely the individual’s motivations in 
disrupting ideology. This is achieved by Kierkegaard’s attribution of an expanded ability to influence 
the present by individuals, and arguing that the past has meaning only in relation to individuals, not 
groups. It also sheds some light on the human tendency to avoid combative action against 
ideologies, especially those that are pathological in nature. For Kierkegaard ‘objectivism’ acts as a 
tempting refuge that offers a reprieve from acting on one’s own behalf, as it maintains itself “with 
the aid of a reputation that impresses people, so they do not dare to say anything except that it is 
superb” (Kierkegaard 1992, 311). As with systematic philosophy, history gains a prestige that others 
accept as true without understanding it entirely, a lack of understanding that further distances 
individuals from participating in historical interpretation. The temptation to just accept as true a 
historical interpretation is made stronger when that interpretation is presented as ready-made and 
ostensibly requiring neither reflection nor appraisal. It is already comprehensive because others have 
said so. History is inherently public as it derives from a public acceptance and to go against what 
society accepts is to move away from social recognition (Ricœur 1990, 183). The method of 
disseminating history is therefore of great importance to ideological formulations, and for 
Kierkegaard history would be presented through either ‘direct communication’ or ‘indirect 
communication’. 

Direct communication presents details as immutable ‘facts’. They are impersonal and 
indifferent, and thus prohibit subjective interpretation (Kierkegaard 1992, 220). This is done by 
removing the reflective component of speech comprehension; direct communication is not meant to 
encourage people to think about what they are being told, only to accept it. In contrast to this is 
indirect communication, which does not rely on providing brute ‘facts’ to be assimilated, but initiates 
reflection in order to be fully understood. Indirect communication is meant to affect the individual, 
not merely add to their store of knowledge. This is exemplified by Socrates, who “politely and 
indirectly” removes the untruth from his interlocutors by allowing them to discover that untruth for 
themselves (Kierkegaard 1992, 219); the focus is not on providing opinions that are to be 
assimilated, but to motivate the interlocutor to reflect on their own opinions or prejudices. It is only 
through the activation of reflective subjectivity that individuals can participate in subverting 
ideologies, as it is only by discovering personal meaning in the world that one becomes motivated to 
uncover the false premises which prop up ideologies. 
         The tension between objective and subjective is a primary concern for Kierkegaard and 
reflects the tension between personal narratives and community narratives in Ricœur’s conception of 
identity, as well as the tension between current social orders, and potential social orders. Speculative 
thoughtix is objectively oriented and explores the ‘what’ of existence, while inwardness develops the 
‘who’ of our identity (Kierkegaard 1992, 120). This analysis is ostensibly copacetic with Ricœur’s 
narrative identity. Kierkegaard looks at this problem as a social phenomenon with speculative 
thought reducing individual existence to objective, sensory data. In relation to Ricœur this is how 
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ideology dominates individuals. By removing their ability to interpret their own lives and providing 
an interpretation amenable to the socio-political system, it narrows interpretation to a singular 
scheme. 
         Kierkegaard’s view can be summed up with the statement that “objectively the emphasis is 
on what is said; subjectively the emphasis is on how it is said” (Kierkegaard 1992, 202).  This refers to 
the way that individuals can be affected in such a way that either they are not required to think as the 
content is made immediately apparent (objective), or there is a need to reflect, where the content is 
obscured in such a way that the individual must participate in interpreting it (subjective).x Rather 
than focusing on relaying details, history needs to be presented in a way that encourages individuals 
to actively participate in understanding. It is important to recognize that what Kierkegaard sees as a 
problem is the way that we become fixated on the sensible and forget that there are relations that are 
made internally that assign meaning. Meaning is not within objects; it is within living subjects. 
Without the mediation of individuals, objective history is bereft of meaning and becomes mere 
content. 
         In the context of ideologies, Kierkegaard’s critique of ‘objectivity’ reveals objective thinking 
to be dispassionate and disinterested in life, and, therefore, thinking objectively leads to the 
acceptance and support of the reigning ideology (Kierkegaard 1992, 21). The life and works of the 
objective individual are not concerned with their own interests (or the interests of those they engage 
with). Their perspective places their life into the context of a proverbial ‘anyone’ who could have 
lived that life. In a way, the objective person is expendable, and so too are others. Returning to 
Kierkegaard’s statement “existence is the spacing that holds apart; the systematic is the 
conclusiveness that combines”(Kierkegaard 1992, 118) we can see the consolidation of the 
individual into the amorphous whole. ‘Existence’ is subjective individuals who assign personal and 
unique meanings to their experiences separate from the community’s collective (impersonal) 
designations. The ‘systematic’ is social ideology, and ‘conclusiveness’ is the objective validity 
ideology assigns itself through the validation of a particular historical narrative. By breaking down 
individual narratives the dominant socio-political narrative combines them into a single ‘conclusive’ 
whole. This is not to say that the individual needs to be isolated from society, but that social 
infringement removes the uniqueness of the individual, and the meaning derived from personal 
commitments are eliminated. Individuals will share aspects of their narratives with others, and so 
they will share values, but the intention and meaning underlying their commitments will have 
variations based on individual experiences; no life is lived twice, and no narrative is replicated 
verbatim. 
         Before moving further, attention needs to be drawn to the expendability of the individual’s 
relations, as this is very important in making us socially conscious. It is the personal relationship the 
subject has to something else that creates meaning, not simply an acquisition of details (Kierkegaard 
1992, 53-4). Nothing matters objectively except the raw data, which makes the subject who studies 
the phenomenon unimportant; it will be regardless of who is evaluating. Objectively the observer 
does not make a difference, so their relation to the object does not make a difference. This allows 
for meaning to be broken down, and significance in movements to be lost. Kierkegaard outlines this 
with an evocative example: marriage (Kierkegaard 1992, 54). It is not the fact that the couple is 
married that is important, but the significance of the commitment to each individual. Objectively the 
marriage exists in the paperwork accompanying it and subjectively it gains actual meaning for the 
couple in the form of their commitment to each other. The commitments of individuals have value, 
so each individual invested in collective social activism needs to find value within the movements 
they are aligned with in order to truly participate. Movements require personal importance and 
motivations, or they becomes pathological, and dependent on a lack of reflection in favor of 
adherence for external recognition. The question is: how do you develop a social consciousness in 
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individuals and imbue in them an interest in a movement without it only being followed 
dogmatically? 
         The temptation to rely on methods utilized in the past is overwhelming, so it becomes a 
matter of reformulating those methods by injecting them with subjective meaning. This was touched 
on briefly before- standing on the shoulders of earlier generations without reflecting on why they 
believed in their movement. Forgetting about the intention that drove the action and recognizing 
only that there was action collapses into the problem of objectifying the past. This is compounded 
by the historiographical approaches we accept. Direct communication is the traditional method for 
demonstrating scholarly work, but this takes the form of an objective statement (Kierkegaard 1992, 
270). Direct communication relies on statements to be taken as objective, and seeks to influence 
others by creating boundaries and disseminating inaccurately-claimed ‘complete’ ideas that require 
no participation on behalf of the audience. This draws a line between the object of study and 
interpretation by the subjective individual. Resignation to the wisdom of others is a tempting 
proposition, and along with it comes the temptation to use details that are not understood as a 
means of influencing others. This is not real conversation; it is just an exchange of various details. 
So, direct communication is unable to instill a personal significance in individuals, only dogmatically 
followed ‘facts’. 
         This exchange of objectively defined ‘facts’ is integral to the maintenance of ideologies. It is 
not enough to question so-called ‘facts’, at best this produces a new ‘unquestionable’ edifice bereft 
of personal significance. Rather than merely relating details there needs to be an importance 
discovered in those details. The assimilation of ‘facts’ gives us a false sense of understanding, not 
only because we fail to grasp the meaningfulness in discovering those facts, but also because we fail 
to reflectively produce personal meaning for them (Kierkegaard 1992, 244). When we parrot 
knowledge in this way, we propagate the system that underpins that knowledge. In the case of 
history, this means propagating ideologies. Our existence is rooted in subjectivity, but when we try 
to align our subjective existence with objective facts, we limit ourselves to socially or politically 
mandated normative standards (Kierkegaard 1992, 91). By accepting ‘the facts’ and replicating them, 
an individual accepts judgments made for them, rather than judging for themselves. The individual 
cannot become themselves when they cannot choose; boundaries are created and the individual 
assumes they are complete once those external standards have been met—something the subjective 
individual, as suggested by Ricœur, achieves only once their life is complete. 
         The metaphorical death of the individual, occurring with their surrender to objectivity, is 
complemented by an absolution from ethical concerns and responsibilities. Objective facts, 
individuals, and history are, for Kierkegaard, exempt from the realm of the ethical (Kierkegaard 
1992, 143). Obviously history cannot be held to ethical standards, only the individuals who comprise 
it can, and so too with details. Objective individuals remove themselves from the ethical by 
comparing their lives to the entirety of history; what difference do their actions make in relation to 
all actions that have been made. The individual essentially removes the value of their actions, 
justifying them in relation to infinite external standards.xi Therefore, it is the external standards that 
need to be evaluated, not the individual’s actions. If the individual is incapable of reflection and 
taking responsibility for their actions, they are no longer ethical actors and ethical activity is essential 
to making society ethical. That is the necessary movement that needs to be made in Ricœur’s system. 
It is not enough to reinterpret history, or alter historiographical approaches. Individuals need to be 
involved on a personal level. By becoming subjective the individual can bring into society an ethical 
foundation that is missing when society is built around an objective framework; for society to be 
ethical it needs to be a cooperative effort of subjectivities, not an overarching objectivity. While 
taking control of history is an important component of this, if the result is a new system that people 
follow dogmatically and impersonally, nothing has actually changed. 
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         In relation to Ricœur’s historiographical conception of ideology, Kierkegaard would be 
advocating for a change within individuals, where individuals would need to be attentive to their 
connection to history, not just a connection to history. Furthermore, it cannot simply be a 
recognition of existence that arises in the individual which allows them to reinterpret their identity, 
as existence needs to be practiced continually, not cast aside under external temptation (Kierkegaard 
1992, 153). In the same way, it is not enough for an individual to help introduce a new social system, 
and then settle into the new ‘objective’ standard without questioning it, or searching for meaning. 
The individual needs to be constantly reinterpreting their life through action and reflection. Equally, 
it is not enough to just critique the system impersonally. Action needs to be taken on that critique. 
This is supported by Ricœur who draws a distinction between the active and observing modes of 
existence (Ricœur 1990, 231). We need to reflect on the actions that we could take, which are 
revealed through critique, but then we need to move past mere critique and act; these cannot be 
exchanged and we need to shift between each mode of being in order to initiate effective change.xii 
The individual needs to be reflective even within a system that appears amenable to them, or they 
sacrifice the ability to act as an ethical agent within that system. Critical resistance is only possible 
when the individual is committed to fully existing in the world, which means actively participating in 
the world and reflecting on the not-so objective structures that underpin it. Meaningful actions only 
occur in relation to reflection on those actions (Venema 2000, 242). So, meaningful active resistance 
becomes possible when Kierkegaard’s insistence on personal investment is used in conjunction with 
Ricœur’s understanding of the role of history and tradition. Together these allow personal 
motivations to be linked to appropriate social movements, while remaining self-reflective and 
socially conscious, in order to abandon or reimagine movements that have begun mutating into 
pathological institutions. 
 

5. Conclusion 
 
         To recapitulate, ideologies are not strictly negative. They perform an important social 
function allowing for the sharing of common experience and development of individual identities. 
Identity is formed through narratives that interweave objective experience with subjective existence. 
When viewed this way, individual identities are formulated from community narratives, and 
pathological ideologies are, essentially, community narratives that attempt to eclipse competing 
narratives. For Ricœur the only way to combat the dominance of any particular ideology is to 
reevaluate history and discover within it the potential for social change. However, there is a caveat to 
this: every social change is a change to a new ideology, with the same orientation towards 
oppression. In opposition to this is Kierkegaard’s insistence that each individual needs to become 
subjective, needs to become invested in the world around them, and needs to reflect on their actions 
and their motivations. Resistance is not about joining a movement to be part of a movement. It is 
about joining a movement because of a passionate, personal recognition that creates meaning in that 
movement. It is not just something to do, or something expected; it is something that has personal 
meaning and importance. 
         Discovering that importance and sharing it with others is a difficult endeavour, as previously 
discussed. Ricœur does outline an indirect way of reaching others, though. As was suggested earlier, 
within fictional stories there are novel approaches to narratives, which we adopt and utilize in the 
formulation of our own narratives and our perspective (Ricœur 1990, 179). By internalizing these 
narrative structures we can develop alternative approaches to society and rebel against the strictures 
of ideological histories. In this way fiction allows for the creation of new worlds, but with some 
constraints of reality,xiii that can give us new shades of meaning in relation to history, or new ways to 
perceive historical events (Ricœur 1990, 271). This new sense of history can be reflected upon and 
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related to our current understanding of history, augmenting the way we interpret our history, and 
adding possible actions that otherwise would seem beyond our grasp. The implied author, the 
narrator, provides an example of what is possible, as their perspective shows what has been done, or 
what is being done, to achieve a better society (Ricœur 1990, 167). Without directly telling the reader 
how they can cause a disruption in and shift from the prevailing social order, the narrator instills a 
sense of hope in the reader that they can initiate social change. This allows the reader to reflect upon 
their own lives with a broader sense of self and discover within their own society the means of 
bringing about a better, more equitable society. 
         The use of fiction develops a reflective impulse in the reader, and it is therefore a method of 
writing that does not speaks at individuals, but to individuals. It is this indirectness that allows for the 
relating of personal meaning to others, without directly imposing that meaning and suspending 
another’s ability to develop personal meaning and take passionate, responsible action to change 
society for the better. Rather than solely producing works that tell individuals that they should care, 
individuals need to reflect and discover a personal investment, which can only occur by individuals 
reflecting on their own motivations. To combat pathological ideology, individuals need to discover 
their own subjectivity and reinterpret history in a way that recognizes them as subjective, rather than 
allowing for the objectification of themselves, and through their objectification, the objectification 
of others. Individuals need to grasp the existence that separates in order to combat the 
conclusiveness that combines; by recognizing the uniqueness of their own ethical existence, 
individuals can act ethically towards others and be motivated to produce equitable social institutions. 
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Endnotes 
 
i The use of the pseudonym has important implications within this paper. Climacus is explicitly not a 
Christian, which distinguishes him from Kierkegaard. The religious neutrality of Climacus allows for 
a larger investment with the society he finds himself in, and his writing is a reflection on both the 
individual and the age Climacus finds himself in, the latter he reflects on at a distance so he will not 
lose himself within the crowd (Kierkegaard 1992, 617). The distinction between Kierkegaard and 
Climacus cannot be understated, and the philosophical statements made by Climacus can only 
partially be attributed to Kierkegaard (as the “secretary” (Kierkegaard 1992, 627)). However, while 
Climacus is the author of the work, and while Kierkegaard makes it clear that he desires the 
pseudonymous name to be quoted (Kierkegaard 1992, 627), it will be Kierkegaard referenced 
throughout this essay. This is done in order to avoid confusing the attribution of the work cited, 
Concluding Unscientific Postscript to Philosophical Fragments, and to avoid making this essay 
unnecessarily obscure. 
ii This reflects the hermeneutic turn in Ricœur’s thinking, with traditions taking a central role in 
understanding. The failure to take into account the traditions that methodological critiques derive 
from results in a diminished capacity to fully appreciate the conceptual apparatus of ideologies, and 
an inability to provide a fully furnished critique that adequately addresses the various facets of 
ideologies. 
iii This style of identity creation that is outside of ourselves would be characterized in a pathological 
ideology. If an ideology was given supreme power, it would be able to formulate strict projects for 
us to carry out, as well as providing the schemes for us to interpret our lives, thus determining our 
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identity. Such an ideology would be impossible, as the system Ricœur outlines requires subjective 
input (which always contains within it the possibility of moving against the prevailing social norms). 
iv Ricœur refers to this notion of time as human time, which functions as a semi-historical and semi-
fictional reconciliation of both objective and subjective time (Ricœur 1990, 180). 
v As we saw with traditions on a social level the creation of personal narratives brings the past into a 
relation with the present; our personal historiography is based around connecting our past self with 
our current self (Ricœur 1990, 151/2). Again, similar to traditions, there needs to be a filling of the 
gaps. In personal narratives, we provide certain fictional elements that allow us to recognize a fairly 
complete story, despite the fallibility of memory. 
vi This requires a double movement, physical action, and psychological reflection; without a 
consistent reconciliation between these, identity breaks down. So, while our narratives are developed 
by our ipse identity, they are developed in relation to our idem existence. 
vii ‘A narrative’ is slightly misleading, as narratives are formed and interact and interweave with each 
other in the individual (Venema 2000, 241). There is not just one singular narrative that we create 
for ourselves, but we do get an overarching narrative that emerges from the various narratives that 
develop over the course of our lives and actions. That said, ideologies attempt to collapse the 
plurality of narratives, as is discussed below. 
viii Critical history attempts to reinterpret the past consistently in order to find within it the means of 
making a better future; it is not determined to create or maintain traditions, but to discover the 
importance of historical events (Ricœur 1990, 138). While this approach to history would appear to 
open up to the possibility of emancipatory action, it doesn`t necessarily develop a personal 
commitment, and is difficult to spread to others due to the continual movement. 
ix Hegel’s philosophy appears to be the primary focus of Kierkegaard’s use of the term ‘speculative 
thought’. However, while Hegel is the main recipient of Kierkegaard’s criticism and is the figure 
most often referred to in relation to speculative thought, he is ostensibly more of an at-hand 
example than the sole practitioner. Speculative thought seems to be more of a shorthand for any 
philosophical position that focuses on abstraction from life, instead of existence in the world. 
x In this case it is obscured not to discourage individuals from actively interpreting what is being 
presented, but to be tantalizing enough to instill a desire to interpret. The goal of discourse of this 
type is to reach the individual without directly positioning your interpretation above his or her own. 
xi When standards are accepted from without we are unable to reconcile our motives with the actions 
we take, and if we cannot bring these into accord we cannot take responsibility for our actions; 
actions we take that are stripped of conscious, passionate choice are not properly our actions. This 
further removes our ability to understand ourselves as we begin to view ourselves as collectors of 
data, or experience that has no personal meaning. 
xii In relation to action Kierkegaard states “he thinks before and he thinks afterward,” this is the 
developing of projects and actions to achieve those projects, and then the reflective process that 
follows (Kierkegaard 1992, 329). The importance of the dialectic of reflection and action is 
important to both philosophers, it underpins the way we give meaning not only to our actions, but 
to the sum of our actions. 
xiii Fiction is inherently connected to reality through the language we use, and the way we approach it 
in both reading and writing (Ricœur 1991, 78). Because of our situation in the physical world fiction 
always maintains at least some connection to the physical world as well, this can come from 
borrowing a number of features of our world, including setting, characters, or assuming recognizable 
laws of nature. 
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Rebellious Subjects: Ricœur and Kierkegaard on Resisting Ideological Identities 
Much ink has been spilled over the antagonism between ideology and identity, often with a critique 
of ideology that fails to appreciate the individual’s role in overturning ideologies. Paul Ricœur’s 
approach to ideology presents a sophisticated, and neutral, conception of ideology, ideologies having 
origins in shared history and traditions. Ricœur’s narrative identity adds another dimension to his 
study of ideology by exploring the dialectic between individuals and society. Narrative identity and 
ideology are related to history and historiography, ideology being developed through a hegemonic 
control and objectification of history, and identity being formed through personal historical 
narratives. Ricœur’s approaches ideology on a social scale, so the individual’s effect on social 
institutions left ambiguous. While Søren Kierkegaard does not explicitly address ideology, his 
critique of objectivity, presented by Johannes Climacus, provides a counterbalance to the weight of 
ideological history. It is only by reflecting on history subjectively and becoming personally invested 
in changing social institutions that meaningful resistance can be initiated and maintained. To oppose 
politically expedient narratives that imprint antagonistic social and political norms, diverse individual 
identities need to be developed through continuous personal reinterpretations of history, and action 
on those reinterpretations. 


